Grading Rubric: Presentations

Content:
Answers the questions completely

   a. Please classify your drug (Upper, downer, etc…)
   b. What are the trade names, street names, and chemical names for your drug?
   c. What are the basic effects on the body for a user of this drug?
   d. What neurotransmitters has it been linked to (if there is more than one, please talk about them all)?
   e. How does the drug work for each of the neurotransmitters? NOTE: This may not be the easiest info to find, so spend some time looking. If you cannot find this information for every neurotransmitter that the drug messes with, make sure you find it for most of them.
   f. Classify the drug as an agonist or antagonist based on its effects on each neurotransmitter.
   g. Can you explain any of the symptoms in terms of what the drug does to the neurotransmitters? That is, if the drug causes addiction, that is probably due to dopamine.
   h. What about brain areas? Are there any particular brain areas that seem to be affected by the drug? What do those brain areas do normally?

Visual aids
   Neat
   Effective to make the point

Presentation ability
   Not reading
   Makes eye contact
   Proper loudness

Ability to answer questions

Quiz
   Accurately assesses the presented material
   Multiple choice
   5 questions